**Abstract**

In this article, some facts about schizophrenia and other mental disorders were discussed. Furthermore, some scientific problems of Iran were mentioned. It was concluded that Iran and I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and Iran and I will not become anything in general. Also one petition was introduced in this paper. In addition, it was deduced that the only way for the scientific advancement of Iran is to make Iran a state of USA.

**INTRODUCTION**

Voice of America (VOA Persian) has issued an article [1] that is in the same line with this paper. In fact, that article from VOA Persian confirms this paper. Also, Eminent Crown Prince of Iran, Reza Pahlavi has a saying from Atamalek Joveini about Iran Islamic Regime as “They came and dug and burned and killed and took away and went” [2] which approves this paper.

**DISCUSSION**

Here I mention a theory from professor Parviz Hasanpour for solving mathematics problems as “To solve scientific problems of math, you do not need to learn and memorize new and complicated formulas. All the math problems can be solved by the use of simple rules which are taught up to the level of high school”. This theory is a small one which is good only for solving mathematics problems at the level of books which are taught at the universities. Outside that level, it does not work and as illustration I have mentioned lots of scientific problems which Iranians cannot solve [3to18] and the reason is that a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access [19]. Therefore, it can be concluded that universities have nothing new to learn and they are waste of time. In the case of Iran, the universities are established to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics. By the way professor Parviz Hasanpour was known as a prominent person in mathematics in my city of Birjand.

I strongly believe that a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access. This fact is exactly mentioned in “Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential” [19] and was presented by my university professor Mohammad Jamialahmadi. The following passage from “ASM HANDBOOK, VOLUME 21: COMPOSITES. Converted to Electronic File in 1999 from 1997 Version, Part: CARBON FIBERS, Subpart: MANUFACTURE OF CARBON FIBERS, Page 95.” confirms this matter as: “Process details of the final composition and method of spinning mesophase pitch are generally held secret by the manufacturers.”. Other example from the above volume of this handbook of “Part: EPOXY RESINS, Page: 195” is as “In all cases, thermoset resins may be tailored to some degree to satisfy particular requirements, so formulation and processing information are often maintained as trade secrets.”. Another example from the above volume of this handbook “Part: MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, Subpart: PULTRUSION, Page: 1316” is as “Resin suppliers have developed recommended formulations that are available to the general market, but the resin formulation is also a well-guarded secret of the pultruder and is often considered to be a competitive edge in cost or performance.”. It should be noted that these passages are one of the most important reference in materials science (ASM HANDBOOKS). This volume of this handbook can be found in the internet free for download [20]. Furthermore, the term of “TRADE SECRET” officially confirms the above said fact from my university professor Mohammad Jamialahmadi. Trade secrets are secret practices and processes that give a company a competitive advantage over its competitors. Trade secrets may differ across jurisdictions but have three common traits: not being public, offering some economic...
benefit, and being actively protected. U.S. trade secrets are protected by the Economics Espionage Act of 1996. Trade secrets may take a variety of forms, such as a proprietary process, instrument, pattern, design, formula, recipe, method, or practice that is not evident to others and may be used as a means to create an enterprise that offers an advantage over competitors or provides value to customers. Trade secrets are defined differently based on jurisdiction, but all have the following characteristics in common:

- They are not public information.
- Their secrecy provides an economic benefit to their holder.
- Their secrecy is actively protected.

The important point about a TRADE SECRET is that if a trade secret holder fails to safeguard the secret or if the secret is independently discovered, released, or becomes general knowledge, protection of the secret is removed. As confidential information (as trade secrets are known in some jurisdictions), trade secrets are the "classified documents" of the business world, just as top-secret documents are closely guarded by government agencies. Because the cost of developing certain products and processes is much more expensive than competitive intelligence, companies have an incentive to figure out what makes their competitors successful. To protect its trade secrets, a company may require employees privy to the information to sign non-disclosure agreements (NDA) upon hire. In the United States, trade secrets are defined and protected by the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (outlined in Title 18, Part I, Chapter 90 of the U.S. Code) and also fall under state jurisdiction. As a result of a 1974 ruling, each state may adopt its own trade secret rules. Some 47 states and the District of Columbia have adopted some version of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (USTA). The most recent legislation addressing trade secrets came in 2016 with the Defend Trade Secrets Act, which gives the federal government cause for action in cases involving the misappropriation of trade secrets. The federal law defines trade secrets as "all forms and types of" the following information:

- Financial
- Business
- Scientific
- Technical
- Economic
- Engineering

Such information, according to federal law, includes:

- Patterns
- Plans
- Compilations
- Program devices
- Formulas
- Designs
- Prototypes
- Methods
- Techniques
- Processes
- Procedures
- Programs
- Codes

The above includes, according to federal law, "tangible or intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physically, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing." The law also provides the condition that the owner has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret and that "the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable through proper means by, another person who can obtain economic value from the disclosure or use of the information." Other jurisdictions may treat trade secrets somewhat differently; some consider them property, while others consider them as an equitable right. There are many examples of trade secrets that are tangible and intangible. For example, Google’s search algorithm exists as intellectual property in code and is regularly updated to improve and protect its operations. The secret formula for Coca-Cola, which is locked in a vault, is an example of a trade secret that is a formula or recipe. Since it has not been patented, it has never been revealed. The New York Times Bestseller list is an example of a process trade secret. While the list does factor in book sales by compiling chain and independent store sales, as well as wholesaler data, the list is not merely sales numbers (books with lower overall sales may make the list while a book with higher sales may not) [21]. If you search the key words of “Trade Secret” in internet (and for example Google search engine), then you will obtain lots of information about it [22 - 24]. So, until this point, you agree that some part of science is kept secret. Since science is very valuable, then it can be concluded that a large part of discovered science is kept secret. As a result, Iran and I will not become anything in the science and will not become anything in general.
I strongly suggest that experts in the fields of inspection and corrosion in the oil and gas industry study the following files (books) to answer many questions which raised in their mind like:

1- What are the responsibilities of a welding inspector according to AWS, ASNT, ASME, API...?
   ANSWER: AWS, ASNT, ASME, API ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:
   • AWS WELDING INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY WORKBOOK, Fifth Edition.
   • Construction standards and specially their "INSPECTION" and "QUALIFICATION" sections as: AWS D1.1, ASME SECTION VIII, API 1104, ASME B31.3, ASME B31.4, ASME B31.8, API 650, ...
   • ASME SECTION IX
   and etc.

2- What points should be considered by the welding inspector during inspection according to AWS, ASNT, ASME, API...?
   ANSWER: The same as the previous answer.

3- What are the responsibilities of a coating inspector according to NACE CIP (Coating Inspector Program) Student Manuals?

4- What points should be considered by the coating inspector during inspection according to NACE CIP (Coating Inspector Program) Student Manuals?

5- What points should be considered in cathodic protection systems according to NACE CP (Cathodic Protection) Course Manuals?

6- What points should be considered in cathodic protection systems according to API, TEMA ...?
   ANSWER: API is a general reference for answer to this question. More specific references are:
   • API 510, API 570, API RP 576, API 653, API RP 571, API 579-1, API RP 579-2, API RP 580, API RP 574, API RP 572, API RP 573, API RP 574, API RP 575, API RP 583, API RP 588 and etc.

8- What are the radiographic images of weld discontinuities according to ASNT Nondestructive Testing Handbook, Volume 4?

9- What are the weld discontinuities according to AWS, ASME, API...?
   ANSWER: AWS, ASME, API ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:
   • AWS B1.11, AWS B1.10, API 1104, ASME SECTION IX, ...
   And etc.

10- What are the WPS, PQR and qualifications of welders according to AWS, ASME, API...?
    ANSWER: AWS, ASME, API ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:
    • ASME SECTION IX
    • API 1104
    and etc.

11- What are welding symbols and welding positions according to AWS, ASME, ...
    ANSWER: AWS, ASME, ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:
    • AWS Welding Handbook, Ninth Edition, Volume 1, CHAPTER 8: SYMBOLS FOR JOINING AND INSPECTION.
    • AWS A3.0, AWS D1.1, ASME SECTION IX.

12- How much current is required for impressed current cathodic protection systems according to NACE CP (Cathodic Protection) Course Manuals?

13- What are coating defects according to NACE CIP (Coating Inspector Program) Student Manuals?
14- What methods are used to remove the effects of stray currents and interference in cathodic protection systems according to NACE CP (Cathodic Protection) Course Manuals?

15- What tests are done and what equipment is used during coating inspection according to NACE CIP (Coating Inspector Program) Student Manuals?

16- What are the requirements of cranes inspection according to ASME, ANSI, ...?

**ANSWER:** ASME, ANSI, ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:


17- What are the welding standards for each product according to AWS Welding Handbook, Volume 1 which are issued by various organizations?

18- What are the classifications of welding electrodes according to AWS, ASME, ...?

**ANSWER:** AWS, ASME, API, ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:

- ASME B1.6.5, ASME B16.9, API 6D, API 6A, ASME B18.2.1, ASME B18.2.2, ASME B36.10, ASME B36.19, ...

19- What are the thicknesses of pipes, sizing of nut and bolts, ratings and dimensions of fittings and valves and so on according to ASME, API, ...?

**ANSWER:** ASME, API, ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:

- Construction standards like AWS D1.1, API 1104, ASME SECTION VIII, ASME B31.3, ...

20- What are the acceptance criteria of weld discontinuities according to AWS, ASME, API ...?

**ANSWER:** AWS, ASME, API ... are general references for answer to this question. More specific references are:

- AWS Welding Handbooks (Volumes 1 to 5)
- ASNT NDT Handbooks (Volumes 1 to 10)
- Course Manuals of NACE CP 1, NACE CP 2, NACE CP 3 and NACE CP 4
- Student Manuals of NACE CIP Level 1 and NACE CIP Level 2
- ASM Metals Handbooks
- Standards and other publications from AWS, ASME, API, NACE, AWWA, NFPA, ASTM, TEMA, SSPC (SPC), ABS, AAR, AASHTO, AISC, AREA, NB BPV11, UB PVL5, FED, PFI, SAE, UL, MSS SP, ASNT, ANSI, ...

Here I say that psychology, principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and mental disorders like schizophrenia are expository and exhibitive only to make people weak. But in reality, all the world attracts and employs intelligent persons. When I see that people who are very weaker than me gained great success, then it can be concluded that this success is expository and exhibitive only and is in the reverse direction of my failures. In fact, these successes are the result of application of the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM in the reverse direction of that of me and are expository and exhibitive only. It should be noted that the principles and laws of MERITOCRACY are applied everywhere and if it is not obeyed anywhere, then the one should use the legal constitutions like courtsto apply it. Law is always with merit people. Usually people apply the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM such that they bypass the law of MERITOCRACY but if someone work on them, then they will be trapped like a rat by the law whereas they have worked very much in this principle not to be trapped by law. MERITOCRACY is applied as a law everywhere in the world like USA, UK and so on as mentioned in the valid and official references [25-27]. Also, in USA, The Judicial Branch of the United States Government [28] and The United States Department of Justice [29] are responsible for MERITOCRACY in USA, The United States Merit Systems Protection Board officially protects federal merit systems [30] and etc.I will certainly make official and legal complains to the above constitutions for my rights being violated due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM which is against the principles of MERITOCRACY. Nowadays it is very easy and time saving to make a legal and official complain via online websites of the above constitutions. Also, MERITOCRACY is emphasized by Iran Leader on his official website which must be applied everywhere in Iran [31]. Furthermore, constitutions like "JUDICIAL POWER [32]", "MINISTRY OF JUSTICE [33]", "GENERAL INSPECTION ORGANIZATION [34]", "ADMINISTRATIVE COURT OF JUSTICE [35]" and so on are responsible for MERITOCRACY in Iran. What’s more, there are INSPECTION AND COMPLAINS ANSWERING DEPARTMENT in Iran Ministry of Petroleum [36], National Iranian Oil Company [37], National Iranian Gas Company [38], National Iranian Petrochemical Company [39], National Iranian Oil Refining and Distribution Company [40], The Iran Ministry of Science, Research and Technology [41] and so on which are...
responsible for MERITOCRACY. I will certainly make official and legal complaints to the above constitutions for my rights being violated due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM which is against the principles of MERITOCRACY. Nowadays it is very easy and time saving to make a legal and official complaint via online websites of the above constitutions. One excuse for people in Iran for not accepting my papers, not accepting my friendship, not communicating with me or not giving me a job and so on is that my articles are political and are against Iran regime. But in response to them I can say that these are within Iran Citizen Rights which are accepted by the Office of the President of Iran in his official website [42 and 43]. According to the FREEDOM RIGHTS at this website, I am free to publish my papers of this type. As referenced in the above website, these FREEDOM RIGHTS are according to the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Therefore, you see that those people who want to apply the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM on the people that they bypass the law of MERITOCRACY, were trapped like rats by the law of Iran. I accept Islamic Republic of Iran regime, its leader and its president since the majority of Iranians accept them and this is according to principles of DEMOCRACY which means the rule of the majority. This is the reason why superpowers accept Islamic Republic of Iran regime, its leader and its president. Those who want to weaken the people in fact want the people dead since the end of weakness is death. My schizophrenia is expositive and expository only to show to the people that do not become intelligent otherwise you will catch schizophrenia. So do not worry about “DEPENDRESSIVE REALISM” and act according to this great quote from the prominent person Mr. John Wooden as “Do the best you can …”. I strongly believe on this quote. According to the principles of psychology and DEPRESSIVE REALISM, schizophrenic patients never marry. This is because marriage and growing the children wastes time and therefore there is no time for study and work. Psychiatrists suggest marriage for mental health. But it should be noted that psychology, psychiatry, principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and mental disorders like schizophrenia are expository and expositive only to make people weak. It is not acceptable that superpowers apply the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM in their societies because they have great advances. Anyway, I do masturbation. Masturbation with porn movies is extremely enjoyable. The list of my joys is accessible in my website amongst which there are lots of free porn websites [44]. Also, I love sex with women. I do not like marriage and growing children since it wastes my time. When someone marries, then he/she has no time for studying, work and other activities. When somebody marries these days, he/she puts the photos of his wife or her husband and/or his or her children in the social media profiles like FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER, TELEGRAM, WHATSAPP, VIBER, IMO and so on to show to the people that his/her successes are according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and not study and work. But these photos are expository and exhibitive only to make people weak. Whereas, those married people have also studied and worked to reach success. I like sex with women without marriage. I like using condom during sex to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease. Kissing the lips and licking and kissing face, neck and ears of women are mandatory for women to reach orgasm. Nipples and clitoris are the most important parts of women body that should be licked, sucked and eaten before vaginal penetration for women to reach orgasm. Also squeezing tits is enjoyable for women. During vaginal penetration, condom must be used to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease. It should be noted that women love to have sex with men with lots of masculinity like those who have hair on their bodysuch as me who have beard. I love all women for sex. It should be noted that top and famous male Iranian singers like Mr. Ebi, Mr. Sattar and Mr. Dariush have also beard to become lovely and sexy for women. In general, singing is about love but there are also exceptions. Being sexy greatly increases the chance of getting employed. In general, being sexy improves life. This is the reason why I have put my sexy photo with beard everywhere like in social media, my official website, my article and my resume [45]. Usually excellent things are not shown in this world publicly and they are kept secret. For example, a large part of superpowers discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access as the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential says exactly [19]. But there are expository and expositive things in this world which are shown publicly like universities in superpowers. The universality in superpowers are expository and exhibitive only and have no scientific value. But Iranian governors have copied superpower universities and have established many universities in Iran to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics and they stop and prevent progress. Other things that are expository and exhibitive in superpowers are psychology, the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and mental disorders like schizophrenia. These things are created by superpowers and make people weak. The best place for superpowers to exhibit and show these things are dramatic arts like cinema. As a result, we see that OSCAR (ACADEMY AWARD) as the greatest cinema award of the world and USA belongs to the movies who represent the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and consequently mental disorders like schizophrenia. Examples of such movies are “The Silence of the Lambs, 1991”, “Rain Man, 1988”, “A Beautiful Mind, 2001”, “The Iron Lady, 2011”, “Black Swan, 2010”, and etc. For example, the message of the movie of “The Iron Lady, 2011” is that the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM are applied to all people regardless of their power position since the prime minister of UK has also got mental disorder. The message of these movies is that do not become intelligent otherwise you will catch mental disorders. Simple people believe that the world is constructed according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM since they are exhibited by superpowers and therefore, they try to weaken themselves. Iranians have also copied psychology, the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and mental disorders like schizophrenia from superpowers. These things from Iranians are exhibitive and expositive only and in reality, Iranians attract and employ intelligent people in the same way.
that superpowers do. Also, Superpowers do not apply psychology, the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and mental disorders like schizophrenia to the people of their society since they have made great advances in sciences and other fields. There are animations in HOLLYWOOD like “DROOPY, 1943” that shows if you want to be so happy, then you must be a dog like the main character of this animation. But it is expository and exhibitive only to weaken the people. Figure 1 shows the DROOPY DOG with its characteristic quote.

Figure 1 – Droopy Dog with its iconic quote.

Therefore, you see that my schizophrenia is exhibitive and expository only both in Iran and outside Iran to weaken the people. But in reality, both Iranians and foreigners attract and employ intelligent people. The reason why all the people behave me like a schizophrenic patient is just exhibitive and expository only to weaken people. There is a news from TABNAK news agency in internet which says that Iranian managers employ weak people [46]. But this news is expository and exhibitive only and in reality, Iranian managers attract and employ intelligent people. It should be noted that Iran had also advancements but its advancements are negligible compared to superpowers. Due to the application of DEPRESSIVE REALISM principles, my life was and is miserable and this is against HUMANITY. By the way do not forget that it is all expository and exhibitive only. As an example of this scientific advancement of superpowers, we can see that there are 7 BIG OIL or SUPERMAJORS in the world none of which is Iranian. These BIG OIL or SUPERMAJOR oil companies are BP, CHEVRON, ENI, EXXONMOBIL, ROYAL DUTCH SHELL, TOTAL and CONOCOPHILLIPS. The term emphasizes their economic power and influence on politics particularly in United States [47]. Therefore, you can see that I and Iran are nothing in the science. This is because a large part of superpowers discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access. They are BIG OIL or SUPERMAJORS because of their big amount of science. Iranian governors want these BIO OIL or SUPERMAJORS to come to Iran and work on Iran oil industry but they do not come to Iran and the reason is USA and international sanctions against Iran.

I have previously mentioned some scientific problems of Islam as a scientific ideology [18]. As another example, in the verse number 187 from the chapter of Al-Baqarah in Quran as the Islam bible it is said that Muslims should fast during the daylight in Ramadan month. But it is not possible in north and south poles areas of the earth where the daylight lasts for some months. There is another example in the verse number 49 from the chapter of Zariyat in Quran as “all alive creatures are in pairs (male and female)”. This is completely wrong since there is something as asexual reproduction [48] in the nature examples of which include Bacterium, Blackworms or mudworms, Hydras and etc [49]. There are many such examples that contradicts the principles of Islam. It should be noted that there are scientific ideologies which are more advanced than Islam like Secularism, Marxism, Laicism, Atheism, Communism and so on. Currently I have no religion. This decision is based on the principles of SECULARISM which I strongly believe on it. In sociology, secularization or secularization is the transformation of a society from close identification with religious values and institutions towards nonreligious values and secular institutions. The secularization thesis expresses the idea that as societies progress, particularly
through modernization and rationalization, religious authority diminishes in all aspects of social life and governance. As a second meaning, the term "secularization" may also occur in the context of the lifting of monastic restrictions from a member of the clergy. Secularization, in the main, sociological meaning of the term, involves the historical process in which religion loses social and cultural significance. As a result of secularization the role of religion in modern societies becomes restricted. In secularized societies faith lacks cultural authority, and religious organizations have little social power. Secularization has many levels of meaning, both as a theory and as a historical process. Social theorists such as Karl Marx (1818–1883), Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), Max Weber (1864–1920), and Emile Durkheim (1858–1917) postulated that the modernization of society would include a decline in levels of religiosity. Study of this process seeks to determine the manner in which, or extent to which religious creeds, practices and institutions are losing social significance. Some theorists argue that the secularization of modern civilization partly results from our inability to adapt broad ethical and spiritual needs of mankind to the increasingly fast advance of the physical sciences. In contrast to the "modernization" thesis, Christian Smith and others argue that intellectual and cultural elites promote secularization to enhance their own status and influence. Smith believes that intellectuals have an inherent tendency to be hostile to their native cultures, causing them to embrace secularism. The term "secularization" also has additional meanings, primarily historical and religious. Applied to church property, historically it refers to the seizure of church lands and buildings, such as Henry VIII’s 16th-century dissolution of the monasteries in England and the later acts during the 18th-century French Revolution, as well as by various anti-clerical enlightened absolutist European governments during the 18th and 19th centuries, which resulted in the expulsion and suppression of the religious communities which occupied them. The 19th-century Kulturkampf, in Germany and Switzerland and similar events in many other countries also were expressions of secularization. Still another form of secularization refers to the act of Prince-Bishops or holders of a position in a Monastic or Military Order - holding a combined religious and secular authority under the Catholic Church - who broke away and made themselves into completely secular (typically, Protestant) hereditary rulers. For example, Gotthard Kettler (1517–1587), the last Master of the Livonian Order, converted to Lutheranism, secularized (and took to himself) the lands of Semigallia and Courland which he had held on behalf of the order - which enabled him to marry and leave to his descendants the Duchy of Courland and Semigallia. The 1960s saw a trend toward increasing secularization in Western Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand. This transformation accompanied major social factors: economic prosperity, youth rebelling against the rules and conventions of society, sexual revolution, women’s liberation, radical theology, and radical politics [50]. Secularism is the principle of seeking to conduct human affairs based on secular, naturalistic considerations. It is most commonly defined as the separation of religion from civic affairs and the state, and may be broadened to a similar position concerning the need to remove or minimalize the role of religion, in any public sphere. The term has a broad range of meanings, and in the most schematic, may encapsulate any stance that promotes the secular in any given context. It may connote anticlericalism, atheism, naturalism, or removal of religious symbols from public institutions. As a philosophy, secularism seeks to interpret life based on principles derived solely from the material world, without recourse to religion. It shifts the focus from religion towards "temporal" and material concerns. There are distinct traditions of secularism in the West, like the French, Turkish and Anglo-American models, and beyond, as in India, where the emphasis is more on tolerance for all religions rather than separation. The purposes and arguments in support of secularism vary widely, ranging from assertions that it is a crucial element of modernization, or that religion and traditional values are backward and divisive, to the claim that it is the only guarantor of free religious exercise. It can be seen by many of the organizations (NGOs) for secularism that they prefer to define secularism as the common ground for all life stance groups, religious or atheistic, to thrive in a society that honors freedom of speech and conscience. An example of that is the National Secular Society in the UK. This is a common understanding of what secularism stands for among many of its activists throughout the world [51]. In a helpful exploration of the term, Jeremy Rodell identifies three core principles of secularism: institutional separation, freedom of belief and no discrimination on grounds of religion. These conditions allow for ‘competing concepts of the good life’ to be pursued in society [52]. The famous Merriam-Webster dictionary defines secularism as "indifference to or rejection or exclusion of religion and religious considerations" [53]. One will obtain lots of information about secularism by searching it in Google search engine.

I am a sick and very poor man. I requested everybody to send me money. I need a monthly basic income to survive. I have created a WebMoney (WebMoney is an online payment settlement system) account for financial aid to receive. The purse number is Z291871803734 and is in my name. Financial aid from any source is greatly appreciated. For financial help from Iran, my card number in TEJARAT BANK is 585983150971751. My poverty is expository and exhibitive only for the people not to work on anything like science and to weaken them because otherwise they will have a future like me and they will catch schizophrenia like me.

CONCLUSION

The only way that I strongly suggest for the scientific and economic advancement and development of Iran in all fields (including politics) is to make, regard and announce Iran as a state of USA (United States of America)
officially and politically (and totally). I.e. Iran should make and regard itself as a state of USA (United States of America) politically (and totally). I have heard that this idea was first suggested by His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for Iran. I have created a petition in internet [54] for everybody to sign it and to make Iran a state of USA. So please sign this petition. This petition is also based on the principles of DEMOCRACY and the rule of the majority. In this case, there is a quote from U.S. Secretary of State His Excellency Mr. Antony Blinken as “America’s leadership is needed around the world’, and will provide it, because the world is far more likely to solve problems and meet challenges when the United States is there” [55]. As an important conclusion from this paper and my previous papers titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “Its Addenda”, I should mention that Iran will not advance by just making copy from superpowers. In fact, these copy makings weaken Iran.
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